For Date: 05/25/2019 - Saturday

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action**
--- | --- | --- | ---
19-10950 | 0018 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY | Taken/Referred to Other Agency

Location/Address: BORDER AVE
Narrative: Caller reporting 2 vehicles full of juveniles heading to the end of the street. Woburn notified.
Narrative: 33-Woburn on scene, will assist with checking the wooded path.
Narrative: 33-Units clear, walked the paths with Woburn, unable to locate any parties, woburn will monitor the area.

19-10951 | 0055 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP | Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Insurance Co: USAA GENERAL INDEMN
Policy No: 
Narrative: Written warning for red light violation.

19-10952 | 0124 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | log info. only

Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: Property check.
Narrative: 34-Clear, checks ok.

19-10954 | 0355 | ASSIST OTHER AGENCY | Taken/Referred to Other Agency

Location/Address: COOLIDGE RD
Narrative: Assist FD with shed fire.
Narrative: 32- Fire is out, FD to remain on scene. Clear.

19-10955 | 0545 | VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE | finish

Location/Address: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Caller reporting damage to the grass sometime overnight.
Narrative: 34-Clear, it appears someone drove over the grass sometime overnight, there are tire tracks on the grass, but it does not appear to be malicious damage.

19-10960 | 0659 | CITIZEN CONTACT | finish

Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative: Caller reporting a person possibly sleeping in grassy area next to lake, blue sweatshirt
Narrative: 31 - parties will be on their way shortly
19-10961 0726 Police Departmental Service Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative: 35 reporting trash in the corner of the student parking lot
Narrative: On-call DFW notified and will contact one of the employees

19-10963 0845 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 126] DUNKIN DONUTS - LOWELL ST
Vehicle: WHI 1997 FORD RANGER Reg: CO MA D35917 VIN: 1FTCR1001VT0426
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INS
Policy No: 
Narrative: Caller reporting erratic operator she has been following since Wakefield, Ford PU truck MA reg D35917. Vehicle was swerving and almost truck other vehicles in opposite lane
Narrative: 33 - spoke with RO who denies any wrong doing, stated he attempted to avoid potholes enroute to Dunkin Donuts from his residence. Checks ok

19-10964 0912 ALARM, BURGLAR accidental trip
Location/Address: [WIL 653] CARNEVALE, CELESTE - WEBER ST
Narrative: motion sensor mud room
Narrative: 34 - Accidental by homeowner, clear

19-10965 0919 ALARM, BURGLAR accidental trip
Location/Address: [WIL 1197] SUN RUN, INC. - RESEARCH DR
Narrative: warehouse entry
Narrative: 35 - accidental by employee Juan Contreras on scene, checks ok

19-10966 0932 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of the cemetery

19-10967 0943 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL INS
Policy No: 
Narrative: Citation for expired registration

19-10970 1240 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of the property

19-10971 1256 NOTIFICATION finish
Location/Address: EXPRESS MOVERS - WALTMAN ST
Narrative: 32 attempting to make notification for New Jersey State FD
Narrative: Clear, company is not open

19-10973 1337 ALARM, BURGLAR accidental trip
Location/Address: [WIL 1073] WILMINGTON BUILDRES SUPPLY, MILL WORK - INDUSTRIAL WAY Narrative: entry motion
Narrative: 33 - landscaping company on scene, may have tripped alarm attempting to use restroom. Audible is still sounding and front door is unsecured but interior checks ok, alarm company notified

19-10974 1340 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 1010] RISTUCCIA MEMORIAL ARENA - MAIN ST
Narrative: Caller reporting older model Honda Accord pulled around back of Ristuccia, believed to be occupied by 4 younger males. Caller heard glass breaking behind building, vehicle is currently pulling up driveway toward exit
Narrative: 32 off with vehicle pulling out of Ristuccia
Narrative: 32 - clear, nothing appears out of order behind Ristuccia, parties in vehicle claiming they did not stop behind building. Checks ok

19-10975 1349 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST Narrative: Check of the beach

19-10976 1355 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Vicinity of: KILMARNOCK ST Narrative: Caller reporting train gates appear to be malfunctioning
Narrative: Keolis is aware and responding
Narrative: 33 checked on gates, they appear to be functioning properly
19-10983 1657 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Narrative: 32 standing by directing traffic for a tow truck

19-10985 1705 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: 33 - check of facility

19-10986 1717 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2014 CHRY TOWNCO Reg: PC MA 1SEY71 VIN: 2C4RC1CGXER165712
Insurance Co: LM GENERAL
Policy No:
Narrative: citation for operating with a suspended license and license not in possession. Operators wife took over operation of the vehicle
Refer To Summons: 19-204-AR
Summons: RULIS, JOHN A III
Address: 9121 AVALON DR WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 37
Charges: LICENSE SUSPENDED, OR MV WITH LICENSE NOT IN POSSESSIO

19-10987 1717 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: CLARK ST + CLARK TER
Vehicle: BLU 2011 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 8NB833 VIN: JHLRE4H72BC035550
Insurance Co: PREFERRED MUTUAL
Policy No:
Narrative: written warning for marked lanes violation

19-10988 1736 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: EAMES ST
Narrative: door 11 alarm
Narrative: 33- open door
Narrative: key holder en route ETA 12 min in a silver honda civic
Narrative: 33 & 32 conducted a walk through with key holder, checks ok

19-10989 1757 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2004 HD FXDLI Reg: MC MA 2E6826 VIN: 1HD1GNW134K319463
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: written warning for speed, citation for registration not in possession and license not in possession
19-10990 1824 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LAKE ST + SOUTH ST
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative: written warning for stop sign violation, citation for adult seat belt violation

19-10991 1836 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Narrative: large pothole needs to be addressed
Narrative: ** FAXED TO DPW **

19-10992 1857 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: anonymous complaint of multiple dogs at the park
Narrative: 33 - advised several dog owners, clear.

19-10994 1953 Building Defects or Issues Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of: ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: heating system in front vestibule putting off unusual scent
Narrative: ** FAXED TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS **

19-10995 1958 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV Services Rendered
Location/Address: DUNTON RD
Vehicle: WHI 2002 GMC UT YUKON Reg: PC MA 557DC6 VIN: 3GKKG26G02G279743
Insurance Co: STANDARD FIRE INS
Policy No:
Narrative: lockout of vehicle

19-10996 2000 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative: Caller states that he left the residence at approximately 1745 hours and secured the door. Caller has now returned home and the door is open. Caller is requesting an officer to respond and check the premises.
Narrative: 33 & 35 conducted a walk through, everything appears to check ok

19-10997 2043 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 82] WILDWOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILDWOOD ST
Vehicle: BLK 2010 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 5187KL VIN: 3FAHP0JA6AR186768
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:
car parked behind school

Narrative:
33- vehicle unoccupied and unsecured

Narrative:
33- operator located, asked to moved vehicle and pick up trash that was left around it

19-10998  2058  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  log info. only
Location/Address:  CHESTNUT ST
Narrative:
resident wants it logged that at approx 1600 she noticed a white male in his 40s walking around her property, he claimed to have noticed the for sale sign and was interested in the property. He then got into black sedan and left. Caller has no other info but finds it suspicious and is requesting extra patrols.

19-10999  2103  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  log info. only
Location/Address:  SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative:
resident is away on vacation and just received an alert on his phone that there were 2 male parties walking through his back yard
Narrative:
34 spoke with residents of bridge lane who were sitting outside, they stated they also saw the 2 males and it appeared they were just using the yards as a cut through
Narrative:
32, 34 & 35 checked the area, male parties not located. 34 also checked the calling parties property, all checks ok
Narrative:
Calling party updated on the findings, he is requesting extra patrols for the weekend

19-11000  2112  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  [WIL 699] SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle:  BLK 2003 TOYOT SE AVALON  Reg: PC MA 7WK694  VIN: 4T1BF28B6JU314480
Insurance Co:  GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No:  
Narrative:
verbal warning for operating without headlights

19-11003  2145  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 1564] FUSION - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
door alarm, unable to give more specific location
Narrative:
32- audible sounding, checks secure.

19-11004  2155  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Arrest(s) Made
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
32 off with a male party on foot
Narrative:
32 returning with 1 under arrest WMS
Refer To Arrest:  19-205-AR
Arrest:  STAFFIER, JARED J
19-11005 2208 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BLU 2011 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: PC MA 5DE489 VIN: 5NPEC4AC6BH129217
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INS
Policy No: 
Vehicle: GRY 2006 CHEV COBALT Reg: PC MA 62B622 VIN: 1G1AL15P667642794
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Insurance Co: METROPOLITAN PROP
Policy No: 
Narrative: 34 off with a group dispersing from the lot

19-11006 2228 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

Vicinity of: [WIL 80] SHAWSEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSEEN AVE
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INS
Policy No: 
Narrative: 34 off with 1 vehicle in the lot

19-11007 2236 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: SHAWSEEN AVE
Vehicle: PLE 2016 HD FXDL Reg: MC MA 2H7251 VIN: 1HD1GNNM1XG320093
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE DIRECT
Policy No: 
Narrative: 34 - written warning for speed

19-11008 2254 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2015 GMC ACADIA Reg: PC MA 84HNB81 VIN: 1GKKVSKD4FJ116444
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: 
Narrative: Verbal for speed.

19-11011 2326 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish

Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: GRY 2016 NISS SE SENTRA Reg: PC NY HNB7872 VIN: 3N1AB7AP6GY310742
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: Caller reporting erratic operator, he was swerving on the highway and got off exit 40.

Narrative: Turned left on Jonspin rd.

Narrative: 34- checked the area GOA.
For Date: 05/26/2019 - Sunday

19-11012 0033 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Check of area.

19-11013 0048 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1440] PLANET FITNESS - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2004 CHEV SE CAVALI Reg: PC MA 7PR784 VIN: 1G1JC52F247251375
Insurance Co: SAFECO INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:
Out with a vehicle with one inside sleeping.
Narrative:
Male party works at Art Of the Event, he was picked up by a friend and is going to the gym, they check ok. Clear.

19-11014 0112 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Prisoner bailed out at this time.

19-11015 0147 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Check of area.

19-11016 0151 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE + BLANCHARD RD
Vehicle: 2017 NISS SE Reg: PC PA KJB8337 VIN: 1N4AL3APXHC194593
Towed: For: Other By: Forest Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
request for tow due to expired registration.
Narrative:
32 transporting 1 parties s/m 6732.0
Narrative:
e/m 6732.5
Narrative:
Reason for the stop was the vehicle was stopped in the middle of the street.

19-11017 0247 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: I93NBR41 RAMP
Vehicle: WHI 2016 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 46X180 VIN: 1N4AL3AP5GN385793
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
Off with a vehicle on the side of the road, flashlight seen in woods.
Narrative:
35-3 people in the woods.
Narrative:
State police notified.
Narrative:
Parties claiming they were looking for their cellphone in the woods, they got back into their vehicle and were sent on their way.

19-11018 0303 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY + ANDOVER ST

19-11020 0347 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY
Narrative: Out assisting state
Narrative: 32- Clear State to handle.

19-11021 0537 ALARM, BURGLAR
Vicinity of: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative: Multiple alarms, possibly due to the power outage.
Narrative: checks ok.

19-11023 0540 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: [WIL 198] W C T V - WALTHAM ST
Narrative: Alarm called in as tamper alarm.
Narrative: Alarm possibly due to power surge.
Narrative: responder ETA 10 minutes.
Narrative: 32- no audible sounding will wait on scene for the keyholder.

19-11024 0547 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Vicinity of: [WIL 2612] SHELL STATION - MAIN ST
Narrative: Assisting FD with fire alarm activation.
Narrative: Doesn't appear to be any problems, alarm possibly due to power surge.

19-11027 0841 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: PRESIDENTIAL DR
Narrative: Interior motion
Narrative: House checks secure

19-11028 0917 SERVE SUMMONS
Location/Address: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: Attempt to serve summons
Narrative: Party no longer resides at location

19-11029 0921 SERVE SUMMONS
Location/Address: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: Summons service
Narrative: Clear, served in hand

19-11030 0926 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: [WIL 36] FEDERAL EXPRESS - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Motion sensor door 44
Narrative: Spoke with security guard from Allied Security, building secure

19-11034 1051 NOTIFICATION
Location/Address: FAIRMEADOW RD
Narrative: Tewksbury Police looking to make contact with resident about vehicle parked in their town
Narrative: 29 reports mother made contact and he will contact with Tewksbury

19-11037 1115 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Location/Address: AVALON DR
Narrative: Tewksbury PD requesting officer meet them at Avalon to speak to operator of vehicle that was involved in traffic incident in their town
Narrative: Tewksbury PD on scene
Narrative: 32 - party no longer lives at Avalon Dr, unsure his current whereabouts
Narrative: 32 checked the property, unable to locate vehicle

19-11038 1130 ALARM, BURGLAR
Location/Address: [WIL 1101] READING COOPERATIVE BANK - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Rear door and vault motion
Narrative: 34 reports Diebold van on scene
Accidental by technician

19-11039 1152 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address: [BLK 511] ELIA’S COUNTRY STORE - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2014 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 1LG229 VIN: 1FADE3F27EL151792
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INS
Policy No: 
Narrative: Passerby reports dog in black Ford Focus no plate given

Narrative: 32 reports person in vehicle and vehicle is running

19-11040 1155 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST
Vehicle: 
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: Employee reporting kids in lot, would like them moved along

Narrative: 29 spoke with employy hasn't seen any kids in lot GOA

19-11041 1156 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Location/Address: TAFT RD + BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: 
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: 911 cellphone open line pinging in area

Narrative: 34 checked Taft accidental by child

19-11042 1226 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Location/Address: BURT RD
Vehicle: 
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: Caller reporting gathering going on and multiple cars parked on both sides of roadway

Narrative: 34 reports open house at spoke with realtor vehicles being moved

19-11043 1229 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Vehicle: 
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: Report of water coming up from ground by faucet
Water Dept on call notified

19-11044 1232 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CONCORD ST
Vehicle: BLU 2012 JEEP UT LIBERT Reg: PC MA 768FF5 VIN: 1C4PJMAK8CW199187
Insurance Co: QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE
Policy No: 
Narrative: Verbal defective equipment

19-11047 1312 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 1861] LAKE REGION MEDICAL - FORDHAM RD
Vehicle: 
Insurance Co: 
Policy No: 
Narrative: East hallway and infrared motion

Narrative: Cancel per alarm company
19-11050  1333  FOUND PROPERTY
Location/Address:  BROAD ST
Narrative:
Caller located bag of pills lying on side of road

19-11051  1334  NOTIFICATION
Location/Address:  EVERGREEN DR
Narrative:
Tewksbury PD requesting attempt to locate male and have him call their station, ref case #19-11037
Narrative:
Party has not lived at this address for over a year, 32 forwarded info to Tewksbury

19-11053  1405  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address:  [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Check of beach

19-11057  1618  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of:  BURLINGTON AVE + CHESTNUT ST
Narrative:
Lights on flash.
Narrative:
34 - unable to reset, lights on flash, traffic moving smoothly.
Narrative:
Electric Light Company notified, technician will call us with details, they had responded earlier in the week to address same issue.
Narrative:
ELC on scene. Took box apart, installing new box.

19-11058  1621  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  CONCORD ST
Narrative:
Entry/Exit front door
Narrative:
32 - no one on scene, business checks secure. 32 clear.
Narrative:

19-11059  1702  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm Town Owned Buildin
Location/Address:  [WIL 81] BOUTWELL SCHOOL - BOUTWELL ST
Narrative:
west side entry hall motion
Narrative:
34 - doors and windows check secure.
19-11060  1708 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of the property

19-11065  1745 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: FAIRMONT AVE
Narrative:
basement motion
Narrative:
33 - check secure, clear.

19-11068  1859 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
32 - check of town hall

19-11069  1925 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
34 - check of beach
Narrative:
34 - clear, checks ok.

19-11070  1936 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: COLONIAL DR
Vehicle: BLK 2011 KIA SORENTO Reg: PC MA 673XC4 VIN: 5XYK4A17BG063866
Insurance Co: GARRISON
Policy No: Narrative:
Written warning for red light violation

19-11071  2000 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1101] READING COOPERATIVE BANK - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2017 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 5WC397 VIN: 1FADP3F24HL291254
Insurance Co: ZURICH INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:
rear door and vault motion
Narrative:
Alarm company spoke to a Louis on scene, did not provide
passcode.

Narrative:
33 - cleaning employee on scene, checks ok.

19-11072  2028  ALARM. BURGLAR  cancel
Location/Address:  EAMES ST
Narrative:
office motion

Narrative:
Cancel per alarm company, employee on scene.

19-11073  2032  FOUND PROPERTY  finish
Location/Address:  ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Walk-in party turned in wallet, has already contacted owner to retrieve.

19-11074  2042  DISTURBANCE  finish
Location/Address:  LOUMAC RD
Narrative:
Neighbor reporting possible argument at this location, he was outside in his yard and heard yelling at this house as well as some banging inside

Narrative:
34 - all units clear, dispute over car parked in front of driveway, operator has left.

19-11076  2050  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address:  BLANCHARD RD
Narrative:
Assist FD with possible brush fire

Narrative:
34 - located fire pit, FD checked that it was properly monitored and maintained.

19-11077  2053  PARKING COMPLAINT  finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 2592] FOURTH OF JULY BLDG - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
33 - dispersal of several cars of teenagers

19-11078  2139  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  finish
Vicinity of:  [NRD] SOUTHWICK RD
Narrative:
North Reading PD requesting assistance at this location, officers on scene requesting help

Narrative:
33 cleared by NRPD.

19-11079  2155  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE + FEDERAL ST
Narrative:
Lights at intersection will all turn red, and crosswalk will activate without anyone pressing button. Fax sent to DPW.

19-11080  2244  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 80] SHAWSCHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSCHEEN AVE
Narrative:
34 - check of school and surrounding parks

19-11082 2325 DISABLED MV finish
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + EARLES ROW
Vehicle: BLU 2009 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1CYJ74 VIN: 1HGCP26479A009611
Insurance Co: GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No:
Narrative:
Checked on possible dmv, party just pulled over to use phone.